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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE, KAMRUP, GUWAHATI 

 
 Present:- Dr. (Mrs.) I. Shah 

 
 

 Sessions Case No. 214 (K) of 2008 
 

 
 State of Assam 

 
 -Vs- 

 
 Sri Upen Sharma (since deceased) 

 Smti. Sabita Devi 

 

Charge U/S 302 of IPC 
 

Date of hearing on :  27-07-2011 
 

Date of judgment on            :        16-08-2011  

 

J U D G M E N T 

 
 The facts of the prosecution case are, as Rajani 

Sharma had lost his wife he used to keep his twin daughters 

in the house of his sister-in-law Manjula Devi, whenever he 

had to go out for work. As usual, on 01-01-2008 at 7 A.M., 

Rajani Sharma kept his twin daughter in the house of his 

brother Bhupen Sarma to proceed in search of a job for 

himself. After a short while the people of the vicinity heard 

Rajani crying ‘Marilo’. They came out and saw the accused 

Madhab Sarma who happens to be brother of Rajani and 

Madhab’s wife Sabita @ Mamani assaulting Rajani by means 

of dagger and spear. The victim was then removed to 

hospital but on the way to hospital, he succumbed to injuries. 

F.I.R. being lodged by Bhaben Sharma, another brother of 

the deceased, officer-in-Charge of Kamalpur P.S. registered a 

case being Kamalpur P.S. Case No. 1 of 2008 U/S 302/34 

I.P.C. On completion of investigation, charge-sheet U/S 



302/34 of I.P.C. was laid down against the accused Upen 

Sarma and Smti Sabita Devi. The case was committed for 

trial.  

 
 Both the accused pleaded not guilty to the charge 

framed against them U/S 302 of I.P.C. After the trial but 

before entering in to defence Upen Sharma expired and 

hence case against him is abated. 

 
 Altogether 9 (nine) witnesses have been examined by 

the prosecution. The accused in their statement recorded U/S 

313 of Cr.P.C. denied all the allegations levelled against 

them. Evidence of one defence witness i.e. co-wife of 

accused has been adduced in support of defence case. It 

appears from defence evidence that defence case is, plea of 

alibi. 

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION  ARE : 
 

1. Whether the death caused to deceased was 

homicidal ? 

 

2. Whether the accused committed the 

murder ? 

 

3. Whether the accused committed the 

offence with an intention to cause death of 

the deceased ? 

 

 I have heard argument placed by the learned counsels 

for both sides and considered the entire evidence on record :  

 

DECISION AND  REASONS THEREFOR 

 
 P.W.-1 Manjula Devi and P.W.-2 Runumi Devi are 

sister-in-laws of the deceased as well as accused. P.W.-3 

Prafulla Sarma and P.W.-4 Bhupen Sarma are brothers of the 

deceased. P.W.-5 Disha Sarma is the daughter and P.W.-6 



Dipankar Sharma is nephew. P.W.-7 Nagen Kalita is a 

villager. P.W.-8 is the Investigating Officer and P.W.-9 is the 

doctor. 

 
 P.W.-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 all have given eye–account of 

the occurrence. 

 

 P.W.-1 Manjula Sarma and P.W.-4 Bhupen Sarma 

deposed that on 01-01-2008 at about 7-45 A.M. Rajani came 

to their house to keep his twin daughters in their house, as 

he had to go out in search of job. A little while Rajani left the 

house, P.W.-1 and P.W.-4 heard Hulla ‘Marilo Marilo’ towards 

the house of Rajani. Hearing the alarm husband and wife duo 

rushed to the house of deceased and they saw Upen inflicting 

spear blow and accused Sabita assaulting him by means of 

dao. Seeing them the accused persons went to their house 

taking the weapon. Victim Rajani was lying in pool of blood. 

The people from vicinity also arrived and the victim was 

carried in an auto rickshaw towards hospital but in the mid 

way, he succumbed to the injuries. P.W.-1 also stated that 

the people gathered there brought the accused Madhab to 

auto rickshaw but when the deceased died, the accused 

Madhab fled away from the auto-rickshaw. P.W.-4 lodged the 

F.I.R. Inquest on the dead body was held in presence of 

P.W.-4. 

 
 Although suggestions were given to the P.W.-1 and 

P.W.-4 that they did not state before the police that the 

accused persons assaulting the deceased, their statement 

recorded U/S 161 by the I.O. was not confirmed. 

 
 While the I.O. was cross-examined, P.W.-1 and P.W.-4 

admitted that the death of wife of the deceased was 

unnatural and for which the deceased was put behind the 



bar. They also admitted that once deceased fled away from 

police custody. 

 
 P.W.-2 Runumi Devi and P.W.-3 Prafulla Sarma also 

stated that hearing the alarm raised by the deceased they 

rushed to the place of occurrence. They saw Upen Sarma 

inflicting spear blow and accused Sabita planting dagger blow 

on the deceased. They stated that the occurrence took place 

in the courtyard of deceased Rajani Sarma. They also raised 

hue and cry. P.W.-3 tried to resist the accused person and 

asked them not to assault the deceased, but the accused 

persons turned deaf ear. P.W.-2 stated that she could not 

dare to approach the injured, apprehending that accused 

may attack them. P.W.-4 stated that after assailing the 

deceased the accused persons entered inside their house. 

The people gathered there called the accused and asked him 

to accompany the injured to hospital. The deceased was 

carried by Deben and gaonbura to hospital, but on the way 

he succumbed to his injuries. When the deceased died the 

accused on the pretext of taking water, managed to escape 

and remained absconding for some time. F.I.R. was lodged. 

Police seized the dagger and spear from the place of 

occurrence in presence of P.W.-3. 

 

 P.W.-2 in her cross-examination admitted that the 

accused Sabita delivered a child 3/4 days before the 

occurrence. She also admitted that the deceased was 

involved in many cases and so he was absconding, that his 

wife’s death was unnatural and for while he was arrested and 

kept in the jail custody. P.W.-3 also admitted those facts. 

 

 P.W.-5, Disha Sarma, daughter of the deceased is a 

child witness. She was aged about only 6 years of age while 

she deposed before the court. However, corroborating the 



evidence of other eye witnesses she stated that while she 

was in the house of P.W.-1. She heard the hue and cry and 

came out. She saw the accused Upen Sarma attacking her 

father with a dagger and Sabita assaulting him by means of 

dao. The occurrence took place in the courtyard of her father. 

In cross-examination she stated that she can not say how 

her mother expired. 

 

 P.W.-6, Dipankar Sharma is nephew of the deceased. 

In his evidence, he deposed that around 7 to 7-30 A.M. he 

heard Rajani Sharma calling him from his house. Hearing his 

shout, he went there and saw him lying in the courtyard. He 

also saw the accuse Upen Sarma and Sabita Devi attacking 

the victim by means of spear and dagger. 

 

 In cross-examination he stated that he simply stated 

before the police that the victim was shouting for help, he did 

not state that he was calling his name. He admitted that his 

parents (P.W.-2 and P.W.-3) arrived at the spot prior to his 

arrived. He also admitted that the deceased was arrested in 

connection with the case of death of his wife. 

 
 P.W.-7 Nagen Kalita did not see the occurrence. He 

was informed that Rajani Sharma has been killed and he 

arrived at the place of occurrence along with the police. He 

found the deceased in unconscious state with multiple 

injuries on his body and according to him, the deceased 

expired after sometime on the spot. The inquest on the dead 

body was held in his presence. He was also present when the 

dagger and spear were seized and testified his signature on 

the inquest report as well as seizure list. 

 

 In the cross-examination, he admitted that he did not 

see wherefrom police recovered the seized weapons. He also 



admitted that the deceased Rajani Sharma had several cases 

filed against him and he was absconding for sometime that 

he once fled away from the police custody. 

 
 P.W.-9 Dr. R. Chaliha exhibited the post-mortem 

examination on the dead body of the deceased Rajani 

Sharma held by Dr. P. Mahanta. Since Dr. P. Mahanta could 

not be examined as his whereabouts could not be traced out 

at the time of trial, Dr. R Chaliha was examined who is 

acquainted with the hand writing and signature of Dr. P. 

Mahanta. As per post mortem report Ext.-9 following injuries 

have found on the dead body of the deceased :- 

 

1. One incised wound measuring 10 X 2.5 cm X bone 

deep over the left check 2 cm from midline horizontally 

present exlinding up to the left ear.  

2. An incised wound size 5 X 2.5 cm X bone deep over 

uinar border of left hand.  

3. An incised wound 3 X 1.5 cm X bone deep at lower end 

of right leg. 

4. An incised wound size 3 X 2 cm X bone deep over left 

temporal region 3 cm from midline and 11 cm above 

left eye brow.  

5. An incised wound sized 3 X 1.5 cm X none deep over 

left leg on lateral aspect on lower end. 

6. One penetrating wound size 2 X 1.5 cm X peritoned 

cavity deep over the left hypochondria 3 cm from 

midline and 4 cm below the left costal margin 

puncturing stomach and liver. 

 

 P.W.-9 stated that injury No.6 is sufficient to cause of 

death. He also opined that the dragger M.Ext.-1 and spear 

M.Ext.-2 may be the weapon of assault. Injury No. 1 to 5 

may be caused by M.Ext.1 and injury No. 5 may be caused 

by Ext.-2. 



 

 In cross-examination P.W.-9 stated that Material 

Exhibits were not sent for forensic examination.  

  

 P.W.-8 Labanya Kr. Talukdar is the Investigating 

Officer. He was officer-in-charge of Kamalpur P.S. at the 

relevant time. On receipt of the F.I.R., he registered a case 

and he himself moved for investigation. During the 

investigation, he visited the site of occurrence, examined the 

witnesses and drew sketch map of the site. He also held 

post-mortem examination of the dead body of the deceased 

and sent the dead body for post mortem examination. He 

seized the dagger and spear from the place of occurrence. 

On completion of investigation, he submitted the charge 

sheet against the accused persons. 

 
 In cross-examination, P.W.-8 admitted that the 

accused had other brother also but Deben Sarma and others 

are not cited as witness. The seized Materials Exhibits did not 

contain any blood stain and he did not send the material 

exhibits to forensic science laboratory of examination.  

 

 From the aforesaid evidence, it transpires that the fact 

that the death of the deceased was homicidal in nature is not 

disputed. The post mortem report and findings of the doctor 

are corroborated by other witnesses. The accused persons 

also in their statement recorded U/S 313 of Cr.P.C. have 

admitted that the death of the deceased was homicidal.   

 

 The evidence of P.W.-1 to P.W.-6 are consistent. They 

all witnessed the occurrence. Even if the evidence of P.W.-5 

is not considered, she being child witness, there are ample 

evidence that the accused persons assaulted the victim. The 

role of the present accused Sabita Devi is that she caused 



injury to victim by means of dao/dagger. In the opinion of 

doctor incised wound on check, ear, left hand, right leg, 

eyebrow, left leg might be caused by dagger. Injury No.6 

was fatal and it was caused by spear, which was used by 

deceased’s husband. However, the accused Sabita gave 

multiple blows along with her husband which resulted the 

death of the deceased. 

 

 Learned counsel for the accused has contended that 

the evidence of witnesses are stereo type. No independence 

witnesses, who witnessed the occurrence were examined. 

The accused has been implicated due to enemity between 

brother and to grab the property of deceased accused, his 

wife is also implicated. The defence case is proved by       

D.W.-1, Ld. Defence lawyer contended. 

 
 To appreciate the submission made on behalf of the 

accused, let me discuss the evidence of D.W.-1 Putuli @ 

Sabita Devi who is also widow of the deceased. She deposed 

that she was married to accused Upen Sarma and as she had 

no issue, Upen Sarma, married Sabita Devi on her consent. 

She stated that on 31-12-2007 Sabita Devi was ill and was 

under treatment lying on bed. On 27-12-2007, accused 

Sabita delivered a male child and on 31-12-2007 and both 

Sabita and her baby were suffering from fever. On 01-01-

2008 Sabita all the time remained inside her room. 

 

 In her cross-examination by the prosecution she 

admitted that she did not see the occurrence while Rajani 

Sharma was assaulted by Upen Sarma (Since deceased and 

Sabita). 

 

 The defence case thus, that Sabita (accused) was not 

present at the site of occurrence is not proved by the 

evidence of D.W.-1. 



 

 The material witnesses, who witnessed the occurrence 

are relatives of both the accused and the deceased. Their 

testimonies are consistent and credible. They were subjected 

to searching cross-examination by the defence, but nothing 

tangible material has been extracted from their evidence to 

create any shadow of doubt to disbelieve and discard their 

testimony. The fact remains that the deceased was killed, his 

death was homicidal. It is well settled that if the eye 

witness(s) is/are related to the deceased, his evidence has to 

be accepted if found to be reliable and believable because 

he/they would honestly be interested his ensuring that real 

culprits are punished.  

 

 The plea of alibi was not taken by the defence while 

cross-examining the prosecution witnesses or at the time of 

her statement recorded U/S 313 of Cr.P.C. Only simple 

answer was extracted from witnesses that the accused Sabita 

delivered a baby few days ahead of occurrence. 

 

 It is settled law when an accused pleads alibi, the 

burden is on her/him to prove it U/S 103 of the Evidence Act. 

in the case of Sama Bhai –Vs- State of Gujrat AIR 1975 SC 

1453 it was held that “the plea of alibi has got to be proved 

to the satisfaction of the Court. Where there is ample time 

for the accused to reach to the plea of occurrence, he is to 

prove that he did not reach.” 

 
 In the case of Dudh Nath Panday –Vs- State of 

Uttarpradesh AIR 1981 SC 911 it was observed : 

 
 “The pleas can succeed if it is shown that the accused 

was so far away at the relevant time he could not be present 

at the place where the crime was committed. The evidence of 



the defence witness, accepting it at its face value, is 

consistent with the appellant’s presence at the Naini factory 

at 8-30 a.m. and the scene of offence at 9 A.M. So short is 

the distance between the two points. So the pleas was 

rejected”. 

 

 In this case also the defence witness has stated that 

accused was lying sick inside her room. The house of the 

accused and deceased are not far away. The D.W.-1 has not 

seen the occurrence. The accused did not state that she was 

lying bed ridden when the incident occurred. Therefore, the 

defence plea is liable to be rejected. 

 
 From the above discussion, it is apparent that the 

accused and her husband (deceased) gave multiple blows by 

means of dragger and spear which caused death of the 

deceased. As regards intention to cause death, the injuries 

caused by the accused Sabita were not on vital parts of the 

body. The medical evidence shows that the injury No.6 i.e. 

caused by spear which was used by the Umesh Sarma was 

fatal injury. The accused Sabita however gave multiple 

dragger blows and ultimately the deceased died she is 

therefore, liable to be convicted U/S 304 of I.P.C. 

 

 In view of above, I find that the prosecution has 

established it case against the accused Sabita Devi U/S 304 

of I.P.C. Accordingly, she is convicted. The accused is 

convicted U/S 304 Part (1) of I.P.C. Heard the accused and 

the learned counsel on the point of quantum of sentence. 

She has stated that she has two minor children and there is 

none to look after them. Her husband has already been 

expired. She has prayed for lenient view. The learned counsel 

for the accused has submitted that considering role of the 

victim and the considering the circumstances under which 



the offence was committed and also fact that the accused is 

a woman as well as a mother of two kids, she may be 

released on probation of good conduct. It is further 

submitted that the offence committed by the accused is not 

imprisonment for life or death. Section 304 Part 1 of I.P.C. 

provides that offender will be punished for life or 

imprisonment for 10 years and with fine. Therefore, provision 

U/S 360 of I.P.C. is not applicable in this case. Considering 

all, the accused is hereby sentenced to undergo 

imprisonment for 3 years and to pay a fine of Rs. 5,000/- in 

default further R.I. for 3 months. The period of detention 

undergone by the accused during investigation and trial shall 

be set off. Furnish the copy of Judgment on free of costs to 

the accused. Send a copy of Judgment to the District 

magistrate. 

 

 Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 16th 

day of August, 2011. 

 
Sessions Judge, 

Kamrup, Guwahati  
 

Dictated & Corrected by me 
 

 
Sessions Judge, 

Kamrup, Guwahati  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A P P E N D I X 

 

1. Witnesses for the prosecution: 
 
P.W.-1 Smti Manjula Devi  

P.W.-2 Smti. Runumi Devi  

P.W.-3 Sri Prafulla Sarma 

P.W.-4 Sri Bhaben Sharma 

P.W.-5 Smti. Disha Sarma  

P.W.-6 Dipankar Sarma  

P.W.-7 Sri Nagen Kalita 

P.W.-8 Sri labanya Kr. Talukdar 

P.W.-9 Dr. R. Shaliha 

 

2. Witness for the Defence 
 
D.W.-1 Smti. Putuli @ Sabita Devi 

 

3. Exhibits for the prosecution: 
 
Ext.-1 Seizure List 

Ext.-2 Ejahar 

Ext.-3 Inquest Report 

Ext.-4 Sketch Map 

Ext.-5 Dead Body Challan  

Ext.-6 Command certificate 

Ext.-7 Forwarding Report 

Ext.-8 Charge-Sheet  

Ext.-9 Post-Mortem Report 

 

 Sessions Judge 
 Kamrup, Guwahati 

 


